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New Features in the IEEE Xplore Digital Library
IEEE Xplore API
IEEE recently launched a state-of-the-art IEEE Xplore API platform along with a new
Metadata API. This platform and its capabilities address growing customer requests and
STM industry movement toward machine-readable content.

MyXplore App
Stay current with new documents in fields of interest with the convenient MyXplore
smartphone app. This easy-to-use app allows users to set up searches based on
technology areas of interest and automatically receive notification of new IEEE Xplore
content published within those areas. Quickly scan abstracts and metadata within the
app and link over to IEEE Xplore for the full text. Download from the App Store and
Google Play.

Citation and eBook Alerts

About IEEE
IEEE is a leading authority on
areas ranging from aerospace,
computers, and telecommunications
to biomedicine, electric power, and
consumer electronics. This nonprofit
organization publishes leading
journals in numerous technology
fields, sponsors or co-sponsors
more than 1,700 annual technical
conferences, and has more than
7,000 current industry standards.

www.ieee.org

Authors and users can now be alerted when a document in IEEE Xplore is cited in a
recently published article. Alerts for new eBook titles can now be filtered by publisher,
including IEEE-Wiley, MIT Press, and Morgan & Claypool.

Free White Papers and Reports

Bulk PDF Download and Downloading Full Issues

Discover why today’s most innovative
companies rely on IEEE publications.
Top patenting companies show that
IEEE is cited more often than any
other publisher.

Customers with select unlimited subscriptions now have the option to download up to
10 PDFs at one time on the search results page. For select publications, users are now
able to select and download multiple PDF documents at once.

Code & Datasets Tab
IEEE Xplore articles with the new Code Tab contain a link to Code Ocean, a third-party
website with a mission to make the world’s scientific code more open and reproducible.
Through Code Ocean, users can share, download, edit, and run code associated with
research published in IEEE Xplore.

Coming Soon
• Image Search—Search and discover millions of tagged images extracted from
IEEE journals.
• Author Profiles—Access views of each author’s published research activity in
IEEE Xplore.
• Affiliation Disambiguation—Normalizes variations of author affiliations in IEEE Xplore.
• Institutional Profile Pages—Access dashboard views of institutions associated with
research articles published in IEEE Xplore.
• Linking to External Datasets—Expands access from IEEE Xplore articles to relevant
data repositories.
• Responsive Designs—Improves accessibility to IEEE Xplore from mobile devices.
• Improved Experience for Conferences and eBooks—Easier navigation and discoverability
in IEEE Xplore.
For more information, visit: www.ieee.org/ieeexplore-new-features
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IEEE and Patents

Improve ROI Through
Smarter Research
Save time and reduce cost with
trusted content. See survey results
from 750+ technology professionals.

IEEE Dominates Journal
Citation Rankings
IEEE Journals continue to dominate in
electrical engineering and related fields.

Learn more:

innovate.ieee.org
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IEEE Xplore and Social Media

IEEE Journals Highly Ranked in Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Check daily for news, content
spotlights, and the best tips on
how to use IEEE Xplore.

Results include:
• 22 of the top 25 journals in Electrical and Electronic Engineering
• 13 of the top 15 journals in Telecommunications
• 4 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science—Artificial Intelligence
• 4 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science—Information Systems
• 3 of the top 5 journals in Automation & Control Systems
• 3 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science—Hardware and Architecture
• 2 of the top 5 journals in Computer Science—Cybernetics
See full IEEE results here: www.ieee.org/citations

New Subscription Titles in IEEE Xplore
As the technology landscape evolves, so does the content in IEEE Xplore.
New subscription titles coming in 2018 include:
• IEEE Letters of the Computer Society
• IEEE Control Systems Letters (available mid-2017)
• IEEE Sensors Letters (available mid-2017)
• IEEE Solid-State Circuits Letters
New subscription titles for 2017 included:
• IEEE Communications Standards Magazine
• IEEE Journal of Electromagnetics, RF, and Microwaves in Medicine and Biology
• IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computational Intelligence
• IEEE Transactions on Green Communications and Networking
• IEEE Transactions on Radiation and Plasma Medical Sciences
• IEEE Journal of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
To browse all titles in IEEE Xplore, visit: www.ieee.org/ieeexplore

Other IEEE Xplore Headlines
• The IEEE-Wiley Telecommunications eBooks Library is now available in IEEE Xplore.
• The Foundations and Trends eBooks collection is coming soon to IEEE Xplore.
• A Wake-Up Radio Technology document is now available.
• New online course programs in Cyber Security, Ethical Hacking, and Internet of Things
(IoT) are available.

What’s New with InnovationQ Plus
InnovationQ Plus launched as the only patent search and analytics tool with full-text IEEE
content and a patented semantic search engine to derive comprehensive results and
insights. Now, there is even more to help you discover and analyze patent and scientific
literature to make critical business decisions. The platform now has three times the
number of patent authorities, a newly redesigned interface, enhanced search capabilities
providing the best of both worlds of semantic searching and Boolean, a new corporate
tree based on S&P Global Market Intelligence Company Relationships data, and next
generation semantic mapping to help you determine market opportunities, competitive
intelligence, and more.
See how InnovationQ Plus has evolved into the ideal patent search and analytics solution:
https://innovationqplus.ieee.org/why-innovationq-plus/new-features
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For more information, visit the
IEEE Xplore Social Media Hub:

www.ieee.org/xploresocial-media

IEEE Tools for Librarians
• Journal and conference titles listings
• OPAC link instructions
• Online training seminars
• IEEE Xplore search buttons
• Self-paced instant training modules
• User guides
• Usage statistics
• Customizable event flyers

www.ieee.org/go/clientservices

Collaborating to Reduce
Content Gaps in Discovery:
What Publishers, Discovery
Service Providers, and
Libraries Can Do to Close
the Gaps
Download the article:

www.ieee.org/discovery-paper
For more tools and best practice
guides, visit:

www.ieee.org/discovery

Subscribe Today
To order an IEEE online
subscription, please contact
the IEEE Customer Center at:
onlinesupport@ieee.org
+1 800 701 4333
(USA/Canada) or
+1 732 981 0060
(worldwide)
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IEEE journals continue to dominate in the rankings, according to the 2016 Journal
Citation Reports® (Clarivate Analytics, 2017).

